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The Bengali Book of English Verse Apr 03 2020
Captive Warriors Nov 03 2022 Chronicles the author's experiences
from the time he was shot down over North Vietnam in 1966 through
his seven years as a P.O.W and eventual homecoming in 1973
Captive Jan 13 2021 Captured by the Mohawk Indians in 1758, Tess
plans her escape, but falls in love with a handsome Mohawk warrior,
Raven.
Indian Captive Jan 25 2022 A Newbery Honor book inspired by the
true story of a girl captured by a Shawnee war party in Colonial
America and traded to a Seneca tribe. When twelve-year-old Mary
Jemison and her family are captured by Shawnee raiders, she’s sure
they’ll all be killed. Instead, Mary is separated from her siblings and
traded to two Seneca sisters, who adopt her and make her one of their
own. Mary misses her home, but the tribe is kind to her. She learns to
plant crops, make clay pots, and sew moccasins, just as the other
members do. Slowly, Mary realizes that the Indians are not the
monsters she believed them to be. When Mary is given the chance to
return to her world, will she want to leave the tribe that has become
her family? This Newbery Honor book is based on the true story of
Mary Jemison, the pioneer known as the “White Woman of the
Genesee.” This ebook features an illustrated biography of Lois Lenski
including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the
author’s estate.
Captive Warrior Aug 20 2021 Born and raised as enemies. Loyalty to
her lord sends the Sakar woman-warrior, Nuwaa, to where her tribe's
hated enemy, the Kebo, are hunting. Her mission-to kill the Kebo
leader. Instead, she becomes the prisoner of their powerful war-liege,
Bor. His mission-to turn the bound woman into a sex-hungry creature
worthy of his leader. But Nuwaa is nothing like the submissive slavewhores Bor is accustomed to. Instead, he finds himself pitted against a
courageous if helpless adversary. His plan to strip her of her pride
doesn't count on the undaunted warrior spirit that is part of her heart
and soul. A mutual but wary respect blooms. Still neither is prepared
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for the intense attraction that engulfs them. During their days and
nights together on the trip back to the Kebo village, each reveals
things about themselves that will change them forever. But
unquestioned loyalty to their lieges is ingrained, and neither suspects
the treachery and deceit awaiting them at journey's end, that will
threaten their survival and rip them apart.
Captive Society May 17 2021 Iran's Organization for the Mobilization
of the Oppressed (Sazeman-e Basij-e Mostazafan), commonly known as
the Basij, is a paramilitary organization used by the regime to
suppress dissidents, vote as a bloc, and indoctrinate Iranian citizens.
Captive Society surveys the Basij's history, structure, and sociology, as
well as its influence on Iranian society, its economy, and its
educational system. Saied Golkar's account draws not only on
published materials—including Basij and Revolutionary Guard
publications, allied websites, and blogs—but also on his own informal
communications with Basij members while studying and teaching in
Iranian universities as recently as 2014. In addition, he incorporates
findings from surveys and interviews he conducted while in Iran.
The Captive May 29 2022
Calico Captive Sep 20 2021 From a Newbery Medal–winning author,
an “exciting novel” about a colonial girl’s experience during the
French and Indian War (Saturday Review). In the year 1754, the
stillness of Charlestown, New Hampshire, is shattered by the terrifying
cries of an Indian raid. Young Miriam Willard, on a day that had
promised new happiness, finds herself instead a captive on a forest
trail, caught up in the ebb and flow of the French and Indian War. It is
a harrowing march north. Miriam can only force herself to the next
stopping place, the next small portion of food, the next icy stream to
be crossed. At the end of the trail waits a life of hard work and,
perhaps, even a life of slavery. Mingled with her thoughts of Phineas
Whitney, her sweetheart on his way to Harvard, is the crying of her
sister’s baby, Captive, born on the trail. Miriam and her companions
finally reach Montreal, a city of shifting loyalties filled with the
intrigue of war, and here, by a sudden twist of fortune, Miriam meets
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the prominent Du Quesne family, who introduce her to a life she has
never imagined. Based on an actual narrative diary published in 1807,
Calico Captive skillfully reenacts an absorbing facet of history. “Vital
and vivid, this short novel based on the actual captivity of a preRevolutionary girl of Charlestown, New Hampshire, presents American
history with force and verve.” —Kirkus Reviews
The Captive Aug 08 2020 A rural noir about a woman on a pulsepounding expedition to deliver a fugitive—and forced to confront her
own past on the journey In a secessionist rural state that has cut itself
off completely from urban centers, where living is hardscrabble and
poor but “free,” Brooke Holland runs a farm with her husband, Milo,
and two daughters. Their life at the fringes of modern society is
tenuous—they make barely enough from each harvest to keep
going—yet Brooke cherishes the loving, peaceful life they have carved
out for themselves. She has even begun to believe she is free from the
violent history she has kept a secret from her family. When escaped
criminal Stephen Cawley attacks at the farm, Brooke’s buried talents
surface, and she manages to quickly and harshly subdue him. She is
convinced that he has come in retribution for the blood feud she
thought she escaped years ago. Brooke sets out to bring Cawley to
justice, planning to use the bounty on his head to hide her family far
from danger. Fearing that other members of Cawley’s infamous family
will soon descend, Brooke insists Milo and the girls flee with her,
travelling miles on foot across an unforgiving landscape to reach the
nearest marshal. Their journey, started at the onset of winter with
little preparation, brings already strained family dynamics to the
breaking point. As Brooke’s ghosts—both real and imagined—close in,
the ruthlessness that let her survive her past may become the biggest
threat to her hopes for a different future. What follows is a harrowing
exploration of family loyalty, trauma, and resilience. As haunting and
propulsive as it is powerfully written, The Captive is a thrilling debut
novel about the impossible choices we make to survive and protect the
ones we love.
His Captive Bride Apr 15 2021 "Originally published under the title
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Timeless" She's swept away to a hidden island paradise filled with
pleasures... and secrets. Abducted from a trade fair by a mysterious
warrior, Lady Avril de Varennes awakens on Asgard Island, an
enchanted paradise cloaked in mists and mystery, kept secret from the
world for centuries. Against her will, Avril weds her arrogant captor,
Hauk Valbrand--even as she vows to escape. Hauk believes himself
beyond the reach of love, until his fiery captive bride begins to melt his
heart of ice. But soon he must reveal the stunning truth about Asgard
and its people--and Hauk and Avril must choose between love and
honor, duty and desire... now and forever. "An utterly absorbing read!
With its richly drawn characters, powerful conflict and vividly
imagined setting, HIS CAPTIVE BRIDE is a romantic fantasy lover's
dream. When it comes to sweeping, sizzling historical romance, Shelly
Thacker is a shining star!" -"New York Times" bestselling author Lara
Adrian "Five hearts (highest rating). An involving, beautiful story. I
thought about the characters often at work, at the grocery store, in my
car-wherever I was until I could get back to the book. A definite
keeper." -TheRomanceReader.com "Powerful. From the very first page
you're whisked away to a world where anything is possible." -"The
Atlanta Journal-Constitution" Sizzling paranormal romance from the
bestselling author "Publishers Weekly" hails as "innovative" and
"exciting." A full-length novel of 100,000 words Adult content: explicit
love scenes Originally published by Dell under the title "Timeless" This
expanded Author's Preferred Edition paperback includes additional
scenes never before published. The Stolen Brides Series: One falls
through time and finds herself married to a dark stranger... one may
never reach her royal wedding if she can't resist her rugged
protector... one is abducted by a mysterious swordsman and swept
away to a secret island paradise. Three regal brides are about to
discover that falling in love with a warrior is the most dangerous
adventure of all.
Captive in the Underworld Nov 10 2020 A dark lesbian romance
retelling of the Hades/Persephone abduction story, set in mythological
ancient Greece. In the land of the dead, Queen Hades’ word is law.
Hades gets what she wants—always—and what she wants is a certain
goddess of the springtime. Innocent Persephone chafes beneath her
mother’s hawkish gaze and mercurial temper. Demeter has rebuffed
all her daughter’s suitors, but she is not yet satisfied; she strives to
crush Persephone’s spirit. Still, when Hades pulls her into the dark
realm of the underworld, Persephone longs for the world above, even
if it means an eternity under her mother’s thumb. With her tears and
pleas for freedom ignored by pitiless Hades, Persephone must learn to
satisfy her keeper in all ways, lest she suffer the consequences. And
though she cannot deny that something blooms within her, something
forbidden, Persephone despairs of ever feeling the sun upon her skin
once more. No matter the cost, Hades intends to keep her. Forever. * *
* Captive in the Underworld is a standalone dark lesbian romance
novel set in mythological ancient Greece. It is rooted in the misogyny
and cruelties of the Hades/Persephone myth and contains sensitive
material. Due to mature content and dark themes, this book is
intended for adult readers only. It contains scenes depicting nonwedded-to-the-warriors-captive-brides-1

consensual sex, death, abuse, kidnapping, assault, and other intimate
partner violence. It is not recommended for readers sensitive to such
content. PRAISE FOR CAPTIVE IN THE UNDERWORLD “A dark
sapphic romance based on the myth of Persephone and Hades...
entertaining, captivating, and exceptionally enjoyable... I read it twice
in a row without stopping… if you like my work, I bet you’ll like this a
whole lot!” ―Rae D. Magdon, author of Lucky 7 “I adored this brutally
ruthless Hades... She was everything I wanted her to be... frightening
and passionate all at once... a beautiful example of classic dark
romance... Gorgeous novel, highly recommend.” ―Roses and Thorns
Book Reviews “[The] best Hades/Persephone story I've ever read…
such a gripping read I literally devoured it whole in one sitting like I
was Kronos eating his kids… the world and the characters are so lush
and compelling I'm tempted not to finish this review and just start
rereading the book instead.”―Katarina, Goodreads reviewer
The Kindred Warrior's Captive Bride Mar 27 2022 A Warrior who
has sworn never to love again...A hapless girl, kidnapped and sold at
auction...When Need buys Lan'ara, he swears not to love her.But can
he keep his promise? Read The Kindred Warrior's Captive Bride to find
out! Needrix is a Kindred warrior with a tragic past. After losing his
pregnant mate during childbirth, he has sworn never to even look at
another female again. So he tells himself to ignore the auction going
on where a lovely young woman is being sold. But when Need's
disgusting crewmate, a three-headed Trollox called Drung, starts
bidding on her, he knows he can't abandon her to such a cruel fate.
Need buys the hapless girl, swearing he won't fall in love with her and
planning to get rid of her as soon as possible. Lan'ara is a graduate of
the elite Twyleth Tigg Academy--a finishing school where beautiful
young ladies of good breeding are trained to be the wives and
concubines of the richest and most influential men in the galaxy. But
on graduation night, the school was raided by a band of pirates who
stole her away and auctioned her off. Now she finds herself the
property of a surly Kindred warrior who has vowed never to touch or
love her. He even promises to bring her back to the man who bought
her contract in the first place. So her life should be back on track,
right?Wrong. Neither Lan'ara or Need knows that she has been
injected with the Lust Bacterium, a compound which causes her to
need his touch. As her touch cravings grow stronger, Lan'ara finds
herself turning to the big Kindred more and more. And Need finds it
harder and harder to resist falling for the beautiful female he has
rescued. But Drung the Trollox still wants her for his own and has
sworn to take her away from Need, no matter what the cost. Will Need
and Lan'ara find true love? Or will they be torn apart by evil? You'll
have to read...The Kindred Warrior's Captive Bride to find out.
Author's Note: There is a scene in the first chapter of this book which
may upset anyone who has been the victim of past sexual abuse.
Please read responsibly! **This is a Plus length novel--over 100K
words long**
Exquisite Captive Oct 10 2020 For fans of Laini Taylor’s Daughter of
Smoke and Bone series and Leigh Bardugo’s Grisha Trilogy comes the
first book in the Dark Caravan Cycle, a modern fantasy-adventure
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trilogy about a gorgeous, fierce eighteen-year-old jinni who is pitted
against two magnetic adversaries, both of whom want her—and need
her—to make their wishes come true. Nalia is a jinni of tremendous
ancient power, the only survivor of a coup that killed nearly everyone
she loved. Now in hiding on the dark caravan—the lucrative jinni slave
trade between Arjinna and Earth, where jinn are forced to grant
wishes and obey their human masters’ every command—she’d give
almost anything to be free of the golden shackles that bind her to
Malek, her handsome, cruel master, and his lavish Hollywood lifestyle.
Enter Raif, the enigmatic leader of Arjinna’s revolution and Nalia’s
sworn enemy. He promises to release Nalia from her master so she
can return to her ravaged homeland and free her imprisoned brother.
There’s just one catch: for Raif’s unbinding magic to work, Nalia must
gain possession of her bottle . . . and convince the dangerously
persuasive Malek that she truly loves him.
Alien Captain's Claimed Bride Feb 11 2021
The Warrior's Captive Bride Oct 22 2021 His wife for two moons...'
Plagued by a mysterious sickness, Crow warrior Night Storm captures
the witch he believes cursed him. But his anticipated revenge dissolves
when he realizes that beautiful Skylark might be the only one who can
provide a cure... Skylark agrees to pose as Night Storm's wife so she
can find a way to heal him. But when an unexpected desire flares,
Sky's mission changes and she'll do everything in her power to find a
way to make their arrangement last a lifetime!
Captive Feb 23 2022 "Fawcett delivers a suspenseful and captivating
science fiction romance. A must read for all, but especially for fans of
THE HUNGER GAMES." --Caridad Pineiro, NY Times & USA Today
bestselling author AN IMPOSSIBLE JOURNEY The last thing Addy
Dawson remembers is a blazing inferno and freezing river water
overtaking her lungs. When she awakens, Addy finds herself on a
strange, alien planet, trapped in a cell with no doors, no windows-- and
to her horror-- a naked warrior who claims to be her mate. AN
UNDENIABLE PASSION An alpha gladiator, Max is forced to breed
and produce the finest specimens for the Survival Race, a deadly blood
sport created by the alien rulers of Hyborea. To rebel means torture-or
worse-yet Max refuses to become the animal his captors want him to
be. But their jailors will not be denied, and soon Addy and Max find
themselves unwilling players in this cruel game. Pushed to the limit,
they will risk everything for the chance at a life free from captivity.
And though fate brought them together as adversaries, Max and Addy
will discover that when they're together, there's nothing in the
universe that can stop them .
The Warrior's Innocent Captive Dec 24 2021 An impossible choice:
His family or love Born into different worlds, formidable steward Erik
Ward could only admire sheltered noblewoman Linota Leofric from
afar. Now he must escort Linota on a dangerous journey—a route that
could also enable Erik to finally find his missing sister. Only when
Linota is kidnapped, Erik must stop at nothing to save her, and
ultimately faces an impossible choice: his vulnerable sister—or the
courageous beauty in his arms… From Harlequin Historical: Your
romantic escape to the past. The House of Leofric Book 1: The Warrior
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Knight and the Widow Book 2: Under the Warrior’s Protection Book 3:
The Warrior’s Innocent Captive
Captive Heart Jul 31 2022 A warrior born and raised, Helena of
Rivenloch is desperate to save her youngest sister from a fate worse
than death - marriage. After trying and failing to murder the groom,
she does the next best thing. She takes his right-hand knight, the
dashing Colin du Luc, as her hostage.
The Captive Kingdom (The Ascendance Series, Book 4) Dec 12 2020
Acclaimed author Jennifer A. Nielsen returns to the beloved world of
her New York Times bestseller The False Prince in a highly anticipated
fourth book in the Ascendance Series! In a peaceful Carthya, Jaron
leads as the Ascendant King with Imogen beside him -- but the peace
he fought so long for is not destined to last.On a routine sea voyage,
Jaron's ship is brutally attacked, and he is taken hostage. The
mysterious captors and their leader, Jane Strick, accuse Jaron of
unthinkable acts. They are also in possession of some shocking items -including the crown and sword that belonged to Jaron's older brother,
Darius. The items unearth a past Jaron thought he had put behind
him.Though it seems impossible, Jaron must consider: Could Darius be
alive? And what does Strick want from Jaron? Against his will, Jaron
will be pulled back into a fight for the throne -- and a battle to save his
kingdom.Return to Carthya to uncover new secrets, high-stakes action,
and Jennifer A. Nielsen's signature breathtaking twists.
The Warrior's Mage Jul 19 2021 A ruthless warrior, a curious mage,
and an ancient secret that could destroy them both... When Tamas
discovers the long-forgotten ruins of the Nystrean Mor—an ancient
and powerful civilization—he's certain the incredible find will lead to
fame and respect. Instead it leads to the end of a Boa Visk sword, its
poison blade biting his throat. Tamas, a scholar mage without the
power to defeat the Boa Visk warriors that surround him, is certain
he'll die unnoticed in the haunted Tyrasha Forest, where no one will
venture to find him. And the secrets he's spent his life trying to
uncover will die with him. Until a mysterious swordsman drops from
the trees and saves his life... Damen has only two things left in his life:
his dragon-forged swords and his personal vendetta against the Boa
Visk. The monstrous beings who've subjugated humans all across the
continent have taken everything from him, leaving him broken and
alone, with nothing to sustain him but the death of any Boa Visk who
wander into his forest. But when he sees their captive mage, poisoned
and weak, he hasn't the heart to let the man die alone. Compassion is
his first mistake. The kiss he shares with Tamas is his second. With
emotions he believed long dead flaring back to life, and the foolish
mage destroying the walls Damen worked so hard to erect, Damen is
certain his next mistake will be his last. But the secrets of the ruins
that compel Tamas might be more dangerous than they imagined,
more dangerous even than the Boa Visk, who have no intention of
allowing them to leave the forest alive...
Captive Prince Jan 01 2020 From global phenomenon C. S. Pacat
comes the first novel in her critically acclaimed Captive Prince
romance trilogy—includes an exclusive bonus story! Damen is a
warrior hero to his people, and the rightful heir to the throne of
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Akielos. But when his half brother seizes power, Damen is captured,
stripped of his identity, and sent to serve the prince of an enemy
nation as a pleasure slave. Beautiful, manipulative, and deadly, his
new master, Prince Laurent, epitomizes the worst of the court at Vere.
But in the lethal political web of the Veretian court, nothing is as it
seems, and when Damen finds himself caught up in a play for the
throne, he must work together with Laurent to survive and save his
country. For Damen, there is just one rule: never, ever reveal his true
identity. Because the one man Damen needs is the one man who has
more reason to hate him than anyone else...
Fae's Captive Jul 27 2019 My college roommate is the worst. Cecile
steals my food, brings guys over at all hours, and parties instead of
studying. But those quirks pale in comparison to what she does next.
She drugs me, and I wake up imprisoned in an alternate universe full
of terrifying creatures. Now, the biggest and scariest creature of all-a
fae king-believes I'm his mate. He's freed me from the dungeon but
keeps me close. So close, in fact, that I'm beginning to like his wintery
gaze and ice-chiseled body. But secrets and villains lurk throughout
this new world, and I don't know if I'll survive long enough to figure
out how to get back home.Lily's Note: This beautiful hardback edition
includes the first four books in the Fae's Captive Series: Fae's Captive,
Road to Winter, Bite of Winter, and Beyond the Mountain, which
completes Taylor and Leander's story.
Captured (The Captive Series Book 1) Jun 25 2019 Taken from her
beloved family and woods, Aria's biggest fear isn't death... it's
becoming a blood slave for a member of the vampire race. No matter
her fate, she must keep her identity hidden from the monsters
imprisoning her. She's already branded a member of the rebellion, but
the vampires can never learn the truth of her involvement. Hoping for
death, Aria's world turns upside down when Braith steps forward to
claim her. The powerful vampire delays her execution, but it's only a
matter of time before he destroys her. Aria's determination to hate
Braith only increases when she learns he's a member of the royal
family responsible for reducing humans to nothing more than servants
and slaves. However, his strange kindness and unexpected gentleness
slowly make her realize he's more than just a monster. Torn between
her loyalties to the rebellion, and a growing love for her greatest
enemy, Aria must decide between everything she's ever known and a
love she never dreamed of finding. ***The Captive Series is mature
YA/New Adult. This book contains some language, violence, and sexual
situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and up.*** Recommended
reading order for the completed Captive Series. Captured (Book 1)
Renegade (Book 2) Refugee (Book 3) Salvation (Book 4) Redemption
(Book 5) Broken (The Captive Series Prequel) Vengeance (Book 6)
Unbound (Book 7)
The General's Hostage Nov 22 2021 Two powerful men. Two bitter
enemies. One chance at love. Tav Cyrdath, a powerful wind adept and
a brilliant general, leads the last free humans in a war against the Boa
Visk, monsters who have enslaved most of humanity. But when the
man who rules Illunvia refuses to surrender, Tav is forced to take the
city by sword and magic. Victorious, he intends to execute the human
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traitor who has done so much harm by defying him. But when the
defeated ruler, Duric Darmain, begs him to spare the citizens of
Illunvia, Tav finds himself overcome by sudden mercy. He takes the
man as a hostage instead, intending to use him in a trap against the
monsters who have set this war in motion. Duric is defeated,
broken...and yet Tav can't get his enemy out of his mind. But how
could he ever feel this way about a man who has betrayed all Tav
stands for? Duric knows he was only a puppet ruler for the Boa Visk,
yet he has done all he can to shield his people from the cruel
overlords. Now he is a prisoner, fallen from power, hated and scorned
as a traitor. And yet the enemy general begins to treat him with a
curious respect and eventually even kindness. He dares not trust
again, but this one-time enemy makes him want to yield his heart as
hostage, even as he struggles to conquer the fears he can't escape...
Magic can heal wounds, but hearts must be mended with love. Both
men have deep scars. Both have seen dark times. But the chance at
love exists...if only they can embrace it before the Boa Visk return.
Keywords: m/m romance, fantasy romance, gay fantasy, LGBT sword
and sorcery, enemies to lovers, gay romance
Highlander's Captive Jun 17 2021 She's lost in the past. He's a
powerful Scottish warrior. Can star-crossed love find a future between
the ages? Search-and-rescue officer Amy MacDougall fears being
trapped - both in small, dark places and in a relationship. But while
chaperoning a high school trip to Scotland, she's forced to confront
her claustrophobia to save a student in a castle dungeon. And when a
magical rock in the ruins catapults her through time to 1307 AD, she's
alarmed to come face-to-face with a handsome Scottish warrior.
Highlander Craig Cambel refuses to trust anyone after the MacDougall
clan kidnapped and assaulted his sister. So when he discovers a
beautiful woman in a secret tunnel in the stronghold he's infiltrating,
he locks her up to prevent her from warning the enemy. But when she
proves helpful to his people despite being a MacDougall, he can't stop
his icy mistrust melting into desire. As Amy searches for a way back
home, she finds her phobia of commitment fading and falls for the
brave Scot. But when Craig learns the mysterious woman isn't who he
thought she was, all his dark doubts reignite. Will the distance of
centuries shatter their hearts forever, or will they give in to destiny
and build a happy future? Highlander's Captive is the enchanting first
book in the Called by a Highlander time travel romance series. If you
like courageous warriors, quick-witted heroines, and lush historical
details, then you'll adore Mariah Stone's passionate story. Buy
Highlander's Captive to find love long ago today!
Highland Captive Mar 15 2021 New York Times bestselling author
Hannah Howell breathes life into the enchanting beauty of the Scottish
Highlands in this epic romance between a strong-willed captor and the
striking young woman he both confines and protects . . . The
windswept Scottish Highlands hold great beauty, but also great
danger. So when Aimil Mengue is abducted by a feuding clan, she is
right to fear for her life—and her virtue. For Aimil’s keeper is the
infamous warrior Parlan MacGuin. Aimil sets out to hate him, but
Parlan is more honorable—and infinitely more alluring—than expected.
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Though betrothed to another, Aimil cannot deny her startling desire
for the man who holds her captive... Parlan MacGuin knows well his
reputation as a fierce warrior; he uses it to claim land and lovers. But
beautiful Aimil is a different type of conquest. Now Parlan feels an
unfamiliar longing for the woman he keeps at ransom as their
forbidden passion threatens to spark an unstoppable blood feud—or
forever fill their hearts . . .
Warriors of the Lathar: Volume 1 Oct 29 2019 **This is a boxed set
of the first four Warriors of the Lathar books. If you own these titles
individually, DO NOT purchase this book.** Earth girls might be
popular...but they're definitely not easy. Alien Lord’s Captive Sergeant Cat Moore has a big problem. Namely a big, sexy alien lord
she’s give a bad case of the mating marks… Claiming her Alien
Warrior - In a race against the clock, Major Jane Allen must betray
Karryl’s trust to achieve her mission… But fooling an alien warrior
comes with a price. Pregnant by the Alien Healer - Jess is pregnant
without nookie. Worse, there’s a bunch of fanatics loose in the palace
trying to kill her and her baby… Not. Happening. Alien Healer’s Baby Laarn’s about to become a daddy. The first female child born for a
generation. He’s studied childbirth, he’s confident that he has
everything planned. Unfortunately, as any human woman could tell
him, having a baby doesn’t always go to plan…
Alien Warrior's Captive Bride Jun 29 2022 Every now and then, when
all the planets are in proper alignment, fate smiles on one lone
warrior. HopeEarth is no longer able to support human life and trying
to scratch out a meager existence is nearly impossible. Hope is
reluctantly forced to sign up for the intergalactic brides program. Just
as she's getting desperate, she finds a tolerable species willing to
purchase her contract.Because nothing is ever that easy, her ship is hit
by raiders and Hope can't keep her big mouth shut when their alien
captors torment one of the younger women. Jettisoned into space, her
one and only chance at survival is in the hands of a Draconian
warrior.LarokLarok is a lone sentinel, standing guard for his mother
ship. When he comes across a frail human queen, his world tilts out of
alignment. Saving her means a nasty death if his vicious Draconian
queen finds out he rescued her. Risking his own life is one thing, but
risking the life of his entire family and small son is another.Snagging
the beautiful human out of harm's way results in battling the
Draconian fleet, destroying a planet and stealing a wormhole device
that's their only chance at escape. Larok is forced to reach his hand
into the dragon's mouth in a desperate attempt to pull victory from the
jaws of defeat. He will either die in the battle of a lifetime or be mated
to the most attractive human female in the galaxy.
Captive Paradise Sep 08 2020 A narrative history of Hawaii profiles
its former state as a royal kingdom, recounting the wars fought by
European powers for control of its position, its adoption of Christianity
and its eventual annexation by the United States. By the author of
Passionate Nation.
To Tempt a Viking Mar 03 2020 SHE'S TESTING HIS RESOLVE!
Warrior Viking Ragnar Olafsson stood by as his best friend claimed the
woman he desired the most. There was only one way to quench the
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deep darkness within him--become merciless in battle. When Elena is
taken captive, fearless Ragnar risks everything to save her. Now they
are stranded with only each other for company. Suddenly every
longing, every look, every touch is forbidden. Elena could tempt a
saint--and sinner Ragnar knows he won't be able to hold out for long!
Forbidden Vikings Resist them if you can!
Kings Rising Nov 30 2019 The stunning conslusion of worldwide
phenomenon—from the boldly original author of Captive Prince and
Prince’s Gambit. His identity now revealed, Damen must face his
master Prince Laurent as Damianos of Akielos, the man Laurent has
sworn to kill. On the brink of a momentous battle, the future of both
their countries hangs in the balance. In the south, Kastor's forces are
massing. In the north, the Regent's armies are mobilising for war.
Damen's only hope of reclaiming his throne is to fight together with
Laurent against their usurpers. Forced into an uneasy alliance the two
princes journey deep into Akielos, where they face their most
dangerous opposition yet. But even if the fragile trust they have built
survives the revelation of Damen’s identity—can it stand against the
Regents final, deadly play for the throne?
Midnight's Captive May 05 2020 MIDNIGHT'S CAPTIVE A Dark
Warriors novel from Donna Grant Laura Black knows her boss is a man
of many secrets—haunted by some unknowable force, driven by some
unspeakable destiny—and yet it makes her crave the devilishly
handsome, roguishly charming Charon all the more. When she
uncovers a betrayal that will send her into a world of magic, she turns
to the only one she trusts: Charon. Even when she's in jeopardy of
losing her heart... Charon Bruce endures a relentless yearning to have
Laura for his own, an ache he knows will never be fulfilled. After the
town he has protected for centuries is targeted by a ruthless Druid, he
has no choice but to reveal his secret to Laura. He must fight the
deadliest foe he's ever known if he's to keep her safe. But when Laura
is captured by his nemesis, he must choose between winning the battle
of good versus evil—or losing the woman he loves...
The Dragon Hunter Aug 27 2019
The Captive Prince Sep 01 2022 Save the land, or follow his heart?
Time has run out for Lord Domlen. The Fortress of Rain has been
cursed by the enemy Boa Visk, his people trapped as phantoms within
its walls, and the rain ever falling across his lands. If he does not break
the curse soon, the trapped spirits will become revenir, ghosts that
feed upon the life force of the living. He needs a miracle. And he gets
one. He learns of a ritual that can break the curse and free his people.
But nothing comes without a price, and the price is one Lord Domlen
cannot bring himself to pay: the ritual demands blood—royal blood.
Desperate, he abducts Prince Falken of Teirlan to be his blood
sacrifice on the night of the red moon and forces all gentle emotion
far, far away. He must save his people, even at the cost of an innocent
life. But as the time of the ritual draws near, how will he find the
strength to kill an innocent man? Especially one who reignites all the
emotions he believed he'd buried so deeply away? Prince Falken,
sorcerer from Teirlan, needs his magic to escape the Fortress of Rain,
but the shackles on his wrists have cut him off from his power. When
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he discovers the servants around him are actually spirits, he
understands the stronghold is bound by dark forces—a curse that
somehow revolves around his grim, noble captor. There is dark magic
here, but how can he help the strong, enigmatic Domlen while he's
trapped, his powers bound? There is greater magic than that of the
curse, and Falken has resources beyond Domlen's ken. But when the
ritual goes horribly wrong, how will Falken make his enemy trust him?
And how will he save the man he's coming to love? Keywords: LGBT
fantasy, m/m fantasy romance, fantasy romance, enemies to lovers
The Darkest Captive: A Lords of the Underworld Novella Jul 07
2020 From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Gena
Showalter comes a new story in her Lords of the Underworld series…
For centuries, Galen the Treacherous has been the most hated
immortal in the Underworld. With good reason! This bad boy of bad
boys has lied, stolen, cheated and killed with abandon. Possessed by
the demons of Jealousy and False Hope, he has always lived for a
single purpose: destroy everything. Then he met her. Former demon
turned human femme fatale — Legion Honey -- sought to kill Galen,
but ended up parting with her virginity instead. Afraid of their sizzling
connection, she ran away…and ended up trapped in hell, tortured and
abused in the worst of ways. Now she’s free, and a shell of herself,
afraid of her own shadow. Galen's hunger for Legion has only grown.
Now the warrior with nothing to lose must help her rekindle the fire
that once burned inside her. But as desires blaze white-hot, will Legion
run again? Or will the unlikely pair succumb to love at long last?
**Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new
readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a
bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as
much as we do.**
Destiny's Captive Sep 28 2019 In national bestselling author Beverly
Jenkins' Destiny series, the Yates men play hard and live hard. And
when they find that special woman, they fall hard . . . Noah Yates fully
believes in the joys of a happy family and a good wife. But that's not
the life for him. No, he would much rather sail the wild seas in search
of adventure, not tied down. But then the unthinkable happens . . . he
finds himself literally tied down. To a bed. By a woman. And Pilar isn't
just an ordinary woman. She's descended from pirates. And after
giving him one of the worst nights of his life, she steals his ship! Now
Noah is on the hunt, and he'll stop at nothing to find this extraordinary
woman . . . and make her his.
Her Alien Doctors Jun 05 2020 Theirs to Examine. Theirs to Master.
After nineteen-year-old Jenny Monroe is caught stealing from the home
of a powerful politician, she is sent to a special prison in deep space to
be trained for her future role as an alien's bride. Despite the public
bare-bottom spanking she receives upon her arrival at the detention
center, Jenny remains defiant, and before long she earns herself a trip
to the notorious medical wing of the facility. Once there, Jenny quickly
discovers that a sore bottom will now be the least of her worries, and
soon enough she is naked, restrained, and shamefully on display as
three stern, handsome alien doctors examine and correct her in the
most humiliating ways imaginable. The doctors are experts in the
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treatment of naughty young women, and as Jenny is brought ever
closer to the edge of a shattering climax only to be denied again and
again, she finds herself begging to be taken in any way they please.
But will her captors be content to give Jenny up once her punishment
is over, or will they decide to make her their own and master her
completely? Publisher's Note: Her Alien Doctors is a stand-alone novel
which is the second book in the Captive Brides series. It includes
spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't
buy this book.
Alien Lord's Captive Apr 27 2022 She’s trained for everything up to
and including alien invasion. One problem. No one told her aliens
would be so damn sexy. It’s simple. When her base is attacked by
aliens, Cat has to fight. Whenever and however possible. But the alien
leader, Tarrick, has her in his sights and she has one choice. Come to
his bed or things go badly for her friends. Determined to resist, it’s
hard to remember what she’s fighting against when her alien captor is
built like a god and his touch sets her body on fire. She only has to fool
him for a while, just long enough to get the information they need to
escape. Long enough to find out her alien captor isn’t the monster she
thought... But when the time comes, will she want to leave? He needs
a female, or they all die. His species is dying. Not today, maybe not
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tomorrow, but with no females, their days are numbered. Finding a
base full of females is a bounty Tarrick can't ignore. Nor can he ignore
the delicate little female who stirs his blood yet dares to defy him at
every step. Then a dangerous rival challenges his claim on Terran
space and all it’s females. He can’t afford to lose control, or his clan is
doomed. When his treasured female is taken, he'll do anything to
rescue her. Including starting an intergalactic war…
Wedded to the Warriors Oct 02 2022 As an unauthorized third child,
nineteen-year-old Aimee Harrington has spent her life avoiding
discovery by government authorities, but her world comes crashing
down around her after she is caught stealing a vehicle in an act of
petulant rebellion. Within hours of her arrest, she is escorted onto a
ship bound for a detention center in the far reaches of the solar
system. This facility is no ordinary prison, however. It is a training
center for future brides, and once Aimee has been properly prepared,
she will be intimately, shamefully examined and then sold to an alien
male in need of a mate. Worse still, Aimee's defiant attitude quickly
earns her the wrath of the strict warden, and to make an example of
her, Aimee is offered as a wife not to a sophisticated gentleman but to
three huge, fiercely dominant warriors of the planet Ollorin. Though
Ollorin males are considered savages on Earth, Aimee soon realizes
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that while her new mates will demand her obedience and will not
hesitate to spank her soundly if her behavior warrants it, they will also
cherish and protect her in a way she has never experienced before.
But when the time comes for her men to master her completely, will
she find herself begging for more as her beautiful body is claimed hard
and thoroughly by all three of them at once? Publisher's Note: Wedded
to the Warriors includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material
offends you, please don't buy this book. Also note that this book was
previously published under the title Claimed by the Savages.
The Captive Maiden Jan 31 2020 Happily Ever After ... Or Happily
Nevermore? Gisela’s childhood was filled with laughter and visits from
nobles such as the duke and his young son. But since her father’s
death, each day has been filled with nothing but servitude to her
stepmother. So when Gisela learns the duke’s son, Valten—the boy she
has daydreamed about for years—is throwing a ball in hopes of finding
a wife, she vows to find a way to attend, even if it’s only for a taste of a
life she’ll never have. To her surprise, she catches Valten’s eye.
Though he is rough around the edges, Gisela finds Valten has
completely captured her heart. But other forces are bent on keeping
the two from falling further in love, putting Gisela in more danger than
she ever imagined.
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